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Map: Britain in the 19th century with key cities studied.
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Vocab:

Below you will find a list of the vocabulary that you will learn in this unit. Some of this 

vocab you will be taught directly in your lessons, and some will come up regularly in the 
text. The following words will help you understand the world in the year 1000.

Words you will be taught directly in your lesson

Word Definition 

Inequality is the difference in social status, wealth, 

or opportunity between people or groups.

Protest A protest is the act of saying or showing publicly that you 

object to something.

Critical to be critical of someone or something means you are judging 

it negatively..

Diverse If a group or range of things are made up by a wide variety. 

Rural Rural places are far away from large towns or cities.

Widespread Something that is widespread exists or happens over a large 

area, or to a great extent.

Radical Having extreme views or making an extremely large change. 

Often associated with violence.

Moral force Protest that uses peaceful methods to achieve its aims. 

Physical Force Protest that uses violent methods to achieve its aims. 

Words you will come across multiple times in the text that you will need to understand 

the world in the year 1000

Word Definition 

Suffrage Right of people to vote for a government or a leader.

Campaign A planned activity that people carry out over time to achieve 

political or social change. 

Entitled Having a right or permission to do something. 

Reform Changes or improvements to the law, system or policy. 

Annual Every year. 



Lesson 1: Why was protest common in the 19th century Britain?
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The crowd was a buzz with music and shouts as approaching the main stage was Mr Hunt

and his party. In a minute or two they came through the crowd of probably 60,000 people,

followed by bands playing music and flags of liberty waving above.

Such a mass of human beings had not seen before. This was a tremendous meeting and so

Henry Hunt, the main speaker, would likely be nervous about addressing the crowd before

him.

Mr Hunt, stepped towards the front of the stage, took off his white hat, and addressed the

people.

The crowd had gathered to hear him speak of the inequality they saw of the vote.

Manchester was a new town that many in the crowd had only just moved to. Despite this,

they had no member of Parliament to represent them and couldn’t vote if there was

someone. Whereas somewhere like Old Sarum, basically a field in Salisbury, had barely 20

people living there with their own MP to represent them. Samuel Bamford, who was one of

the 60,000 of Manchester, felt like the rest of the crowd. Ignored by his own government.
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Extract 1 – constructed from Passages in the Life of a Radical, 1864. Account by Samuel Bamford, 
constructed from his account. He was arrested and imprisoned for a year after the Peterloo Massacre.  

What more do we know about this protest?

a) People in new industrial cities felt that they…

1) should have more money.

2) should have a vote.

3) should have better living conditions.

b)     Protests in new industrial cities were…

1) popular.

2) unpopular.

3) disorganised.
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He had got to nearly the outside of the crowd, when a noise and strange murmur arose

towards the church. Some people said it was the Blackburn group coming, and he stood

on his tiptoes and looked in the direction where the noise was and saw a party of cavalry

in blue and white uniform coming. They trotted with sword in hand and lined up against

the back of the crowd.

"The soldiers are here," he said; "we must go back and see what this means."

"Oh," someone made reply, "they are only come to be ready if there should be any

disturbance in the meeting."

"Well, let us go back," he said, and we forced our way towards the colours.

On the cavalry drawing up they were received with a shout of goodwill, as I understood it.

They shouted again, waving their sabres over their heads; and then, slackening rein, and

striking spur into their steeds, they dashed forward and began cutting the people..."

The cavalry were in confusion: they evidently could not, with all the weight of man and

horse, break through that a that large a mass of human beings and their sabres were

plied to hew a way through naked held-up hands and defenceless heads; and then

chopped limbs and wound-gaping skulls were seen; and groans and cries were mingled

with the din of that horrid confusion. Many females appeared as the crowd opened; and

striplings or mere youths also were found. Their cries were piteous and heart-rending, and

would, one might have supposed, have disarmed any human resentment: but here their

appeals were in vain.

In ten minutes from the commencement of the havoc the field was an open and almost 

deserted space. The sun looked down through a sultry and motionless air. The curtains 

and blinds of the windows within view were all closed. The platform remained, with a few 

broken and hewed flag-staves stood, and a torn and gashed banner or two dropping; 

whilst over the whole field were strewed caps, bonnets, hats, shawls, and shoes, and other 

parts of male and female dress, trampled, torn, and bloody.

Several mounds of human beings remained where they had fallen, crushed down and 

smothered. Some of these still groaning, others with staring eyes, were gasping for breath, 

and others would never breathe more.

All was silent save those low sounds, and the occasional snorting and pawing of steeds.
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What more do we know about this protest?

a) The protest was made up of…

1) Men, women and children.

2) should have better living conditions.

3) Cavalry.

b)     The protest ended in a massacre showing it was…

1) feared.

2) opposed.

3) supported.
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1. Training Prevention Act: A measure which made any person attending a gathering for the

purpose of training or drilling liable to arrest. People found guilty of this offence could be

transported for seven years.

2. Seizure of Arms Act: A measure that gave power to local magistrates to search any

property or person for arms.

3. Seditious Meetings Prevention Act: A measure which prohibited the holding of public

meetings of more than fifty people without the consent of a sheriff or magistrate.

4. The Misdemeanours Act: A measure that attempted to reduce the delay in the

administration of justice. This meant that the process of arrest, trial and punishment would be

quicker.

5. The Blasphemous and Seditious Libels Act: A measure which provided much stronger

punishments, including transportation for publications judged to be blasphemous or seditious.

6. Newspaper and Stamp Duties Act: A measure which subjected certain radical

publications to be taxed which had been previously avoided by publishing opinion and not

news.
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Source A – Six Acts, introduced in 1819 after the Peterloo Massacre. More commonly named the Gag 

Acts by their opponents. 



Lesson 2: Who was protesting on St Peter’s Field?
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The artist George Cruikshank made this print after reading an article about a reform meeting

in Blackburn on 5 July 1819 that was also attended by the Committee of the Female Reform

Society. The female reformers asked the Chairman to read an address which called for

resistance to oppressors, annual parliaments, universal suffrage and election by ballot. The

Blackburn Female Reform Society inspired similar women's organisations throughout

Lancashire. The satirical nature of this image suggests that Cruikshank was not sympathetic

to female reformers.

The women have been drawn to be unattractive, acting in a highly sexualized way which

would be frowned upon at the time. This is mocking them as making them appear unserious

and not something to believe in. The crowd of men is also suggestive of them, looking at

them like they are uncivilized and sexualizing them. This is insulting at the time as women were

supposed to be housewives and mothers first, whereas these women have been depicted

hideously and focused on sex.
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Source A – George Cruickshank, The Female Reformers of Blackburn (1819)

What more do we know about this protest?

a) The cartoon shows that men…

1) stopped women’s protests.

2) mocked women’s protests.

3) supported women’s protests.

b)     The cartoon reveals that reform groups were…

1) diverse, made up of male/female groups.

2) ineffective.

3) unsupportive of male voting.
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A club of Female Reformers, amounting in numbers, according to our calculations, 150 came

from Oldham; and another, not quite so numerous, from Royton. The first bore a white silk

banner, by far the most elegant displayed during the day, inscribed 'Major Cartwright's Bill,

Annual Parliaments, Universal Suffrage, and Vote by Ballot'. The females of Royton bore two

red flags, the one inscribed 'Let us die like men, and not sold like slaves'; the other 'Annual

Parliaments and Universal Suffrage’.

A group of women of Manchester, attracted by the crowd, came to the corner of the street

where we had taken our post. They viewed the Oldham Female Reformers for some time with

a look in which compassion and disgust was equally blended, and at last burst out into an

indignant exclamation - "Go home to your families and leave sike-like as these to your

husbands and sons, who better understand them." The women who addressed them were of

the lower order of life.
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Source B – John Tyas described the female reformers at St. Peter's Field, reported in The Times 1819.

What more do we know about this protest?

a) Source B reveals that…

1) Women all supported protesting.

2) Women were divided when it came to protesting.

3) Women were opposed by men. 
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To the Wives, Mothers, Sisters, and Daughters of the Higher and Middling Classes of Society

Dear Sisters of the Earth, It is with a spirit of peaceful consideration and due respect that we

address you, upon the causes that have compelled us to come together in aid of our

suffering children, our dying parents, and the miserable partners of our woes…

…We are sick of life, and weary of a world where poverty, wretchedness, tyranny, and

injustice, have so long been permitted to reign amongst men…

…We are thoroughly convinced, that under the present system, the day is near at hand,

when nothing will be found in our unhappy country but luxury, idleness, dissipation, and

tyranny, on the one hand; and abject poverty, slavery, wretchedness, misery, and death, on

the other. To avert these dreaded evils, it is your duty therefore to unite with us as speedily as

possible; and to exert your influence with your fathers, your husbands, your sons, your

relatives, and your friends, to join the Male Union for constitutionally demanding a Reform in

their own House, The Commons’ House of Parliament

…We call upon you therefore to join us with heart and hand, to exterminate tyranny and foul

oppression from the face of our native country. Our enemies are resolved upon destroying

the last vestige of the natural Rights of Man.
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Source C – The Manchester Female Reformers’ Address, Article printed in the Manchester Observer, 31 
July 1819

What more do we know about this protest?

a) Source C reveals that…

1) Women had a lot of influence over men as wives and mothers.

2) Women were only thought of as wives and mothers.

3) Women were campaigning so they too could vote. 



Lesson 3: Who was protesting outside the cities?
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A letter was pushed through the door of a landowner in Dover in 1830.

‘you are advised that if you don’t put away your threshing machine by next Monday you

shall have a swing.’

This was a threat. A threat of being hung and having a ‘swing’. This letter was not rare. In fact,

this letter was commonly read by the rich landowning classes in the early 1830s. The idea of

‘Captain Swing’ leading a group of labouring men up to a farmhouse, hanging the local

lord, setting fire to his barn and smashing his machines was incredibly common. With fewer

jobs, lower wages and no prospects of things improving for these workers the threshing

machine was the final straw, the object that was to place them on the brink of starvation. The

Swing Rioters smashed the threshing machines and threatened farmers who had them.

As a result of using the nickname, Captain Swing, the government could not track the real

leader of the groups that were going up and down the counties and destroying the

landowner’s property.

It started in Kent with that first letter. It was ignored and so promptly the next Monday, the

farm found itself razed to the ground by working men, tired of poor wages and a lack of

work. They refused to move to the city, working the land was all their families had ever known

and they would not bow to machines in the fields or in a factory.

It then spread, with fire reaching out towards the county of Surrey. The wrecking of threshing

machines moved to Sandwich and Canterbury. In November, the violence worsened after

meetings had given no more results for the workers. The people of Hungerford, some 600

strong, rioted and smashed all windows in the front of the buildings, about 170 panes of glass.
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Extract 1 – constructed Hungerford Virtual Museum and other online sources. 
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The government was lenient at first. Edward Knatchbull was given a mere three-day prison

sentence for breaking seven threshers. However, this did not do much to deter the people

and punishments ramped up. On Christmas Eve in 1830, two men were caught setting fire to

a barn of a local lord and were hanged immediately.

Altogether, 19 people were executed, 505 transported to Australia and 644 were imprisoned.

The last rising of the rural people was in 1838, becoming known as the Battle of Bossenden

Woods. A group of forty workers were confronted and outnumbered by a group of army

soldiers, the local constables and aristocracy. They quickly subdued the farm workers who

had only sticks and staves to protect themselves apart from their leader who was armed with

pistols and a sword. He did in fact kill the leader of the army but lost his life along with 10 of

the other workers. Many were arrested for their actions and sentenced to death for the

murder of those in the ‘battle.’ Admittedly there were pleas for mercy and the judgement

instead reduced this to transportation to Australia for life.

Due to the harshness that the Swing Rioters faced, their actions, their protests, came with no

real change. Instead of a reform to pay, to the use of machines, they simply were met with

worse and worse punishments until eventually the taste for going against the government

disappeared.
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What more do we know about this protest?

a) Protesting in the countryside was…

1) Peaceful 

2) Violent 

3) Effective 

b) The government responded to the Swing Riots by…

1) Raising wages on farms.

2) Giving rural workers the vote.

3) Using harsh punishments as deterrents.



Lesson 4: Who was leading the mass protests?
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The hammer came down as the judge spoke.

‘you are charged with unlawful and seditious assembling for the purpose of exciting

discontent.’

Henry Hunt found himself imprisoned in a prison in York following the events of that occurred

on St Peters Field in 1819. He remembered the words he had spoken just before his trial:

‘Some of the fools say I am going to be tried, but I am going to try the bloody Butchers of

Manchester and I have not the least doubt that they will be all found guilty’

Sadly, this had not come to pass and in March 1820 he was sentenced to two and a half

years in prison. It gave him plenty of time to reflect on his life so far, and how he would

persevere until his demands had been met. This was not his first stay in a prison, but it was his

longest. Bizarre that a man who was a landowner found himself in prison, but it was again for

the same reason: going against rest of the rich and powerful.

In 1800, Hunt had a dispute where a local lord killed animals on his land, and they argued

eventually going to court. Hunt was found guilty and imprisoned for six weeks. This led to him

being introduced to a rather radical lawyer who was involved in the campaign for universal

suffrage. He then went on to meet other like-minded people and thought this was a worthy

cause. Hunt became more and more involved in radical politics and challenging the

established order.
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Extract 1 – constructed Hungerford Virtual Museum and other online sources. 

What more do we know about this protest?

a) Henry Hunt came from a…

1) Working class family.

2) Landowning family.

3) Foreign family.

b)     Hunt was arrested at the Peterloo Massacre…

1) Because it was illegal to be there.

2) Because he was seen to be inspiring the 
crowd.

3) Because he was seen to be pushing the 
crowd to rebel against the government.
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He earned a massive reputation as an orator, constantly being asked to speak at public

meetings and rallies. In 1816, he toured the country speaking at Birmingham where there

were 80,000 and Blackburn where there were 40,000. He found large crowds easy to control.

He met Samuel Bamford at one of these meetings, an avid protestor. The two were to find

themselves both on St Peter’s Field the day of the massacre in Manchester. This was a crowd

like any of the others he had spoken at, but he knew that the government had grown

annoyed of how he was stirring the working classes. Revisiting his past was useful, Hunt

managed to write his entire memoirs during his time in prison as well as campaign to remove

the governor of the prison for poor treatment of prisoners. It didn’t matter where he was

placed, he would do what he could to better his fellow man.

Upon his release he needed to find a way to regather his finances, for he could not retake his

seat in Parliament without funding. This was something he aimed to reform, ensuring MPs

were given a salary so that more people from the working class could stand in elections. He

set up a shoe polishing kit which was constantly criticized by members of Parliament. Despite

his focus on business, he never forgot his aims, which were displayed on the bottom of the

polish bottle:

‘equal laws, equal rights, annual Parliaments, universal suffrage and the Ballot.’

Even the carts that delivered the product were used as meetings and to carry banners for

protests. Finally in 1830, with funds gathered, he was elected MP for Preston. He made over

1,000 Parliamentary speeches between 1831 and 1832 continuing to call for justice those that

had died at Peterloo. He presented countless petitions on behalf of impoverished workers

and introduced a bill supporting women’s suffrage. Sadly, this all failed.

Hunt had campaigned for reform and in 1832 he saw it as Parliament passed the Great

Reform Act. It widened the vote to any man who owned land valued at £2 or paid £10 in rent

annually. Hunt criticized it massively for he saw it as what it was. The vote had not widened by

gender and was still gated behind one requirement that the working class did not have.

Money.

He campaigned, he protested, he spoke out in Parliament until he was pushed out. Sadly by

1835 he had died. And yet, his work did not stop. He was held as a saviour of the working

class and would inspire one of the largest petitions to this day.
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What more do we know about this protest?

a) Hunt could easily become an MP because…

1) He was a very good speaker.

2) He already had an income.

3) He was from the landowning class.

b)     The Great Reform Act was limited because it…

1) Was passed after Hunt had died.

2) Did not help women or the poor to vote.

3) Narrowed the vote to only landowners.



Lesson 5: How did the Chartists protest?
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‘You are charged with High Treason, and the jury has voiced me to be lenient.

However, the sentence shall be hung, drawn and quartered.’ were the last words John Frost

and his supporters heard as he was dragged off back to his cell. The judge clearly had not

listened to concerns of the jury; this was the harshest punishment that could be delivered.

Frost was in fact the last person to be given this sentence.

Hard to believe that not 5 years ago, John Frost was a respected councilor in Newport and a

magistrate. He was used to giving the sentences, not being sentenced himself. This is not to

say that he was popular with the right kind of people. He had spent most of his early life

inspired by people such as Thomas Paine writing about the French Revolution and how this

should result in change for Britain. He spent some time in prison for challenging a landowner

of treating his tenants badly. He used pamphlets to target him and stated not only would

universal suffrage prevent the man’s power but also secret ballots to be introduced to

prevent bribery. He became active at challenging the elite and rich which did make him

popular with the working classes of South Wales, especially within Newport, a sizable town.

His career constantly progressed and within a year of his previous achievements, he became

Newport’s Mayor in 1836. Such a respectable gentlemen could hardly be responsible for the

carnage let loose on the streets of Newport the following year.

Frost became more passionate, although his enemies would state it was more aggression,

which eventually led to his downfall, and he was replaced as mayor. He fully committed to

campaigning for the people’s charter and bringing about the 6 reforms that were so

commonly chanted at rallies.
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Extract 1 – ‘The Newport Rising’, constructed using resources from Spartacist Education and the Royal 

Hollaway University of London
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What more do we know about this protest?

a) People in the 19th century were inspired by 
ideas…

1) Seen at the Peterloo Massacre.

2) Seen during the French Revolution.

3) Seen during the Swing Riots.

b)     The trial of John Frost in Newport shows that…

1) Chartism was a widespread movement.

2) Chartism was a small movement.

3) Chartism was peaceful. 

He was so inspired by the words of one Feargus O’Connor, which led him to his actions the

following year. In line with suppressing any revolutionary ideas, a man speaking in Newport,

criticizing the government with his followers, was arrested. He was also found guilty and

sentenced to twelve months in prison.

Chartists across Wales were furious and there was several outbreaks of violence. Despite his

want for physical force, Frost called for a massive protest, touring Wales and making

speeches that urged people to not break the law. He believed the masses would show the

strength of feeling against the imprisonment of the man. Together, he and 3,000 marchers

arrived in Newport. They discovered even more Chartists had been arrested and barred up in

the Westgate Hotel.

Then Frost and his Chartist movement marched on the hotel chanting, ‘surrender our

prisoners.’ They were clear in their demands, but some had equipped themselves with pistols,

pikes, and farm equipment with many having come from the surrounding rural areas. Clearly,

some felt that things might turn and wanted to be prepared. Others took the chance to

move from their moral force tactics and try what they believed might be more successful.

The authorities in Newport heard about the Chartists being armed and they believed they

wanted to seize Newport. There was sudden fear, if the Chartists were successful, would this

inspire revolutions across Britain who would follow their lead?
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Twenty-eight soldiers had been placed inside the

Westgate Hotel and when the order was given, they

began firing into the crowd. It is hard to say if it was

a Chartist firing at the hotel which had caused this,

but it was one of the bloodiest exchanges of the 19th

century. Over twenty men were killed, and another

fifty were wounded.

Despite physical or moral force, the Chartists failed

to introduce reform. The rising was crushed, and any

following movements to present petitions to

Parliament failed. However, public pressure on the

government for the harsh sentencing did lead to

them being transported instead of killed.
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Frost had led a movement, but despite this, he along with other leading Chartists, would have 

to wait. Even by 1918, only five of the six demands had been achieved. 

What more do we know about this protest?

a) By studying protests in the 19th century we can 
see that…

1) Chartism was effective.

2) Chartism was ineffective.

3) Chartism was always violent.

b)     The Newport Rising reveals that…

1) Physical force was a more successful 
method than moral.

2) Government attitudes to protest had not 
changed since the Peterloo Massacre.

3) The motives for the protest were the same 
as the Swing Riots.  
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